The Problem.-The translation of Dirac's theory of the electron into general relativity is not only of formal significance, for, as we know, the Dirac equations applied to an electron in a spherically symmetric electrostatic field yield in addition to the correct energy levels thoseor rather the negative of those-of an "electron" with opposite charge but the same mass. In order to do away with these superfluous terms the wave function 4,t must be robbed of one of its pairs y6+, 41+; 4,-, 0;-of components.2 These two pairs occur unmixed in the action principle except for the term m(46+ \6 2 62+Y1y + + 6 6+)(1 which contains the mass m of the electron as a factor. But mass is a gravitational effect: it is the flux of the gravitational field through a surface enclosing the particle in the same sense that charge is the flux of the electric field.3 In a satisfactory theory it must therefore be as impossible to introduce a non-vanishing mass without the gravitational field as it is to introduce charge without electromagnetic field. It is therefore certain that the term (1) can at most be right in the large scale, but must really be replaced by one which includes gravitation; this may at the same time remove the-defects of the present theory. The direction in which such a modification is to be sought is clear: the field equations arising from an action principle4-which shall give the true laws of interaction between electrons, protons and photons only after quantization-contain at present only the Schrodinger-Dirac quan-tity #, which describes the wave field of the electron, in addition to the four potentials opP of the electromagnetic field. It is unconditionally necessary to introduce the wave field of the proton before quantizing. But since the s1 of the electron can only involve two components, 1+, A1+ should be ascribed to the electron and A1j, 0 to the proton. Obviously the present expression, -e-/1 for charge-density, being necessarily negative, runs counter to this, and something must consequently be changed in this respect. Instead of one law for the conservation of charge we must have two, expressing the conservation of the number of electrons and protons separately.
If one introduces the quantities eh instead of opp (and calls them sop), the field equations contain only the following combinations of atomistic constants: the pure number a = e2/ch and h/mc, the "wave-length" of the electron. Hence the equations certainly do not alone suffice to explain the atomistic behavior of matter with the definite values of e, m and h. But the subsequent quantization introduces the quantum of action h, and this together with the wave-length h/mc will be sufficient, since the velocity of light c is determined as an absolute measure of velocity by the theory of relativity.
The introduction of the atomic constants by the quantum theory-or at least that of the wave-length-into the field equations has removed the support from under my principle of gauge-invariance, by means of which I had hoped to unify electricity and gravitation. But as I have remarked,6 it possesses an equivalent in the field equations of quantum theory which is its perfect counterpart in formal respects: the laws are invariant under the simultaneous substitution of e5Xi-4 for ,6 and a-x for opp, where axp X is an arbitrary function of position in space and time. The connection of this invariance with the conservation law of electricity remains exactly as before: the fact that the action integral is unaltered by the infinitesimal variation as= X X -e <p=_a aXp (X an arbitrary infinitesimal function) signifies the identical fulfilment of a dependence between the material and the electromagnetic laws which arise from the action integral by variations of the ' and sp, respectively; it means that the conservation of electricity is a double consequence of them, that it follows from the laws of matter as well as electricity. This new principle of gauge invariance, which may go by the same name, has the character of general relativity since it contains an arbitrary function X, and can certainly only be understood with reference to it.
It was such considerations as these, and not the desire for formal generalizations, which led me to attempt the incorporation of the Dirac theory into the scheme of general relativity. We establish the metric in a world point P by a "Cartesian" system of axes (instead of the gpq) consisting of four vectors e(a) -{ a = 0, 1, 2, 3} of which e(l), e(2), e(3) are real space-like vectors while e(O)/i is a real time-like vector of which we expressly demand that it be directed toward the future. A rotation of these axes is an orthogonal or Lorentz transformation which leaves these conditions of reality and sign unaltered. The laws shall remain invariant when the axes in the various points P are subjected to arbitrary and independent rotations. In addition to these we need four (real) coordinates Xp (p = 0, 1, 2, 3) for the purpose of analytic expression. The components of e(a) in this coordinate system are designated by eP(a). We need such local cartesian axes e(a) in each point P in order to be able to describe the quantity 4,& by means of its components O+, 41+; 4A, iV 2 for the law of transformation of the components i/1 can only be given for orthogonal transformations as it corresponds to a representation of the orthogonal group which cannot be extended to the group of all linear transformations. The tensor calculus is consequently an unusable instrument for considerations involving the i. (dx = dxo dxl dx2dx3) contains matter (in the extended sense) and gravitation, the first being represented by the 4' and possibly such additional quantities as the electromagnetic potentials qpp, the latter by the components e §(a) of the e(a). Variation of the first kind of quantities gives rise to the equations of matter, variation of the e-(a) to the gravitational equations. We disregard for the present that part of the action which depends only on the et'(a), as introduced by Einstein in his classical theory of gravitation (1916) , and consider only that part H which occurs even in the special theory of. relativity. By an arbitrary infinitesimal variation of the eo(a) which shall vanish outside of a finite portion of the world, an equation (4) is obtained which defines the components tp(a) of the "energy density." In consequence of the equations of matter, which are assumed to hold, it is immaterial if or how the quantities describing matter are varied. Because of the invariance of the action (4) must vanish for variations be-(a) obtained by 1) subjecting the axes e(a) to an infinitesimal rotation which may depend arbitrarily on position and 2) subjecting the coordinates xp to an arbitrary infinitesimal transformation, the axes e(a) being unaltered. The first process is described by be'(a) -o(aj5)el (j3 (5) (Only in the special theory of. relativity, where the second member is lacking, is it a true conservation law.)
It is not necessary that the integral of H be invariant, but only that its variation be. This is the case when H differs from a scalar density by a divergence; we then say that the integral is "practically invariant."
Similarly it is only necessary that it be "practically real," i.e., that the difference between H and its complex conjugate be a divergence.
Gradient of o.-Let the wave field i, be given. The invariant change 5ik of 6 on going from the point P to a neighboring point P' is to be determined as follows. The axes e(a) in P are taken to P' by parallel displacement: e'(a). y,& = p,(P) being the components of 4t with respect to the axes e(a) at P, let op, be the components of , in P' relative to this displaced system: Bo, = 0t' -0,. These 5ip, depend only on the choice of axes in P and transform in the same way as the 1 , & on rotation of these axes. The axes e'(a) are obtained from the e(a) in P' by an infinitesimal orthogonal transformation do(af); consequently the yap are obtained from the components o (P') by the corresponding linear transformation10 dE and we have, d4p being the differential Ip(P') -70p(P): s = dp + dE.4('. is a scalar, and after dividing by the absolute value e of the determinant I et (a) we obtain a scalar density iH whose integral can be employed as action.
Division by e will be indicated by changing the ordinary letter into the corresponding gothic. The calculation yields 1 S(ae)E() = 1 ea (a) S(a) +2 1(a)S'(a), 
Both are practically, not actually, invariant, the first is practically and the second actually real. The first is the essential content of the Dirac theory, written in general invariantive form. The corresponding tensor density of energy It has already been given in the literature for the Dirac theory (special relativity). For the electron of hydrogen in the normal state we find that the integral f to dxl dx2 dx3 extended over a section x0 = t = const., which should yield the mass, has the value m//l -a2 (a the fine structure constant); this is a reasonable result, since m is to be taken as proper mass and in the Bohr theory ac is the velocity of the electron in the normal state.
It is worthy of note that there occurs in addition the action m', which is unknown to special relativity since it vanishes for constant et(a).
The Electromagnetic Field.-In the Dirac theory the influence of an electromagnetic field is taken into account by replacing the operator -affecting the t by -+ ifpp. This yields an additional term of the form ip(a)4S(a)0 in the action. On comparing this with (6) and (7) one might think that e. p(a) is to be identified with beP(a)/6xp or 1(a).
Disregarding the material waves ip one would then have a theory of electricity of the same kind as the latest development of Einstein; the p are expressed in terms of the et(a) in a way which is invariant under transformations of the coordinates, but only permit the cogredient rotations of the axes in all points P (distant parallelism). However, I believe one must proceed otherwise in order to bring in the electromagnetic field. We have previously not mentioned the fact that the linear transformation of the 1P corresponding to a rotation of axes is not uniquely determined.
It is indeed possible to normalize this transformation, and we have tacitly based our calculations on such a normalization; but the normalizing is itself a double-valued process and this reveals its artificial character. The mathematical connection is this: we are to find a linear transformation of the four components of^t' such that the quantities O6SWa)O (8) suffer the given rotation.'2 Obviously it remains unaltered when 44, 2t4 are multiplied by em+, 4i7, 42 by e'-(transformation L) where X+ and X-are arbitrary real numbers. It is readily seen that the transformations L are the only ones which induce the identical transformation of the quantities (8); i.e., which satisfy the four equations
LS(a)L = S(a).
A transformation of the four components of 4' which multiplies 24, 44 by a number a+ and 4,7, 2 by a number a-will be called spinless quantity A = [a+, a] .
In consequence of this the dE employed above is only determined to within the addition of an arbitrary spinless imaginary quantity idF. In analogy to the Maxwellian action quantity, and in accordance with the above properties, the two functions f, f' (f = electromagnetic field) defined by ef = ( and ef' = an + (9) are to be considered in choosing the scalar density of electromagnetic action. The identification of F with the electromagnetic potential is then justified by the fact that the entity which is represented by F influences and is influenced by matter in exactly the same way as the electromagnetic potentials. If our view is correct, then the electromagnetic field is a necessary accompaniment of the matter-wave field and not of gravitation.
If the action, insofar as its dependence on the yV and p is concerned, is an additive combination of m, m', f, f' we obtain the two conservation theorems __ -O and = 0 (10) where P+ = +t+ contains only 4t'+ and 41+ and similarly for pt. They are a double consequence of the field laws, that is, of the equations of matter in the narrow sense as well as of the electromagnetic equations. These two identities obtaining thus between the field equations are an immediate consequence of the gauge invariance. In consequence of (10) the two integrals n+ and n-of p =p: n =fp dxldxdx3 which are to be extended over a section xo = const. are invariants which are independent of the "time" xo.13 Since they are interchanged on transition from right-to left-handed axes their values, which are absolute constants of nature, must be equal if both kinds of axes are to be equally permissible. We normalize them, in accordance with the interpretation of 4' as probability, by += 1, n=l1.
We have already mentioned how the quasi-conservation laws for energy, momentum and moment of momentum are related to invariance under transformation of coordinates and rotation of axes e(a).
A stationary solution is characterized by the fact that ep(a) and F(a) are independent of time xo = t, while the A+ contain the time in an exponential factor e"', the y/-in a factor e""'; V and v' need not be equal.
Gravitation.-We consider as the gravitational part of the action the practically (not actually) invariant density g (g = gravitation) which underlies Einstein's "classical" theory of gravitation and which depends only on the eP(a) and their first derivatives. It is most appropriate to 331 Vow. 15, 1929 carry through anew the entire calculation, which leads through the Riemann curvature tensor, in terms of the et(a); we find eg= O(a, ay) o(), fly) + o(a, fty) o(I, acy).
The "cosmological term" g' is given by eg' = 1.
If gravitation be represented by g, one can, as is well known, add to the material + electromagnetic energy tp a gravitational energy V in such a way that the sum satisfies a true conservation law.14 Designating the total-differential of g considered as a function of et '(a) We obtain thus an invariant constant mass m which must be one of the characteristic universal constants of Nature. Doubts, Prospects.
- (11) is to be interpreted as the law of conservation of the number (or charge) of electrons and protons. Therefore we ascribe A&+ and A-to the electron and to the proton, respectively. Taking f as the electromagnetic part of the action, which seems plausible to me, we then obtain Maxwell's equations in the sense that the proton generates the field sp+ and the electron sp-; whereas in accordance with the equations of matter so+ will effect only the electron and (p-the proton. This is not as obstruse as it may sound; on the contrary, the previous theory leads to entirely false results if the potential due to the electron, which at large distances neutralizes that due to the nucleus, reacts on the electron itself, as Schrodinger has pointed out with emphasis.15
It may indeed seem queer that A+ and 0,-are here equally permissible, since we know that positive and negative electricity are fundamentally different-that protons and electrons have different mass. But if we neglect the gravitational and electrical energy in comparison with the material the mass m falls into two parts m+ and m-which are, however, not strictly constant. It is possible that m+ and m-are different if our equations admit two classes of solutions which are interchanged on transition from right-to left-handed axes-as in the Dirac theory, the spherically symmetric hydrogen problem admits several solutions for the normal state which are not themselves spherically symmetric but which are transformed among themselves by rotation.
As far as we know m, g and one of the two quantities f or, f' are indispensable for the explanation of the phenomena. I am inclined to believe that the action is composed additively of m, f and g.
It should be noted that our field equations contain neither the theory of a single electron nor that of a single proton. One might rather consider them as the laws governing a hydrogen atom consisting of an electron and a proton; but here again, the problem of interaction between the two may first require quantization. What we have obtained is solely a field scheme which can only be applied to and compared-with experience after the quantization has been accomplished. We know from the Pauli exclusion principled what commutation rules are to be applied in the quantization of A+; those for 4,-must be the same in our theory. The commutation relations between A&+ and 4v-are as yet entirely unknown. Correction made on the proofs (March 4, (1929) ).-The calculation of the action density m contains an error which should be corrected as follows. The spacial components a = 1,2,3 of 1(a) are pure imaginary and the temporal component 1(0) real, not the opposite as I had assumed. In the definition of m' we must therefore divide the right-hand side by 2i. But this has as consequence that the H = m + m' obtained from the calculation is practically real and not composed of a real and an imaginary part. We therefore obtain but one invariant action density for matter: m + i'. To the tensor density of energy arising from m must naturally be added the term arising from m'. A new type of secondary radiation has recently been found' to be present in the light scattered by liquids. If a medium is illuminated with a monochromatic radiation for which it is largely transparent, the scattered light is found to contain in addition to light of the original frequency, lines of altered frequency which do not arise from fluorescence. A characteristic of this phenomenon, the Raman Effect, is that the changes in frequency on scattering are independent of the frequency of the incident radiation. The changes in frequency are, however, specifically dependent on the nature of the scattering substance and, indeed, are often found to Iagree with previously known infra-red frequencies of the substance. There is little doubt that the frequency changes on scattering measure differences in the energy contents of stationary states of the molecules of the scattering substance.
The change in frequency accompanying the scattering of light has been measured for the case 
